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This is a well written paper on ice surging, and it is not the first one in this field. I
enjoyed reading the paper as all findings are nicely presented. In the discussion of the
results I missed a comparison of the results and mechanisms to those of other studies
investigating parameter dependence of surge cycles in Heinrich events and related
setups.

It would be interesting to know how the results with the more sophisticated sliding
scheme differ from or support those obtained with the Shallow Ice Equation (e.g. Calov
et al. (2002) and Greve et al. (2006)). Greve et al. (2006) study the dependence of
the surge cycles on surface mass balance and basal friction coefficient. Are the mech-
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anisms and time scale effects comparable (similar questions for Calov et al. (2010),
where more models are taken into the comparison)?

Another paper that immediately comes to mind is the study by van Pelt and Oerle-
mans (2012), where the parameter dependence of surge cycles of a land-terminating
glacier in a previous version of the same ice sheet model was studied. This calls for a
comparison of the findings.

In the introduction, a mentioning of the full-stokes study of cyclic ice stream behavior
by Kleiner and Humbert (2014) might be appropriate.

I’m looking forward to reading the final version of the paper. Please feel free to notify
me when it is published. :)
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